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Inverse problems (IPs)

Image denoising

Image super-resolution 3D reconstruction 

MRI reconstruction

Coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) 

Observation Object 

Most scientific IPs are 
nonlinear



Traditional methods 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 

RegFit

Challenges: 
1) Which    ?  (e.g., unknown/compound noise) 
2) Which    ?  (e.g., structures not amenable to math description) 
3) Global optimization — esp. for nonlinear IPs
4) Convergence speed of iterative numerical methods 



How has deep learning (DL) 
changed the story?  



DL methods: the radical way 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 

Learn the          with a training set    



DL methods: the middle way 

Inverse problem: given                     ,   recover 

Recipe: revamp numerical methods for RegFit with pretrained/trainable 
DNNs  

RegFit



DL methods: the middle way

Algorithm unrolling 

If     proximal friendly 

Idea: make       trainable, using  

E.g., 

Fig credit: Deep Learning Techniques for Inverse Problems in Imaging  https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001


DL methods: the middle way 

Plug-and-Play 

Deep generative models 

Using           only

Pretraining:

Deployment: 

E.g. replace           with pretrained denoiser 



DL methods: a survey

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001 

Focuses on linear 
inverse problems,        
i.e.,      linear 

See also: Model-based 
deep learning  
https://arxiv.org/abs/20
12.08405 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06001
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.08405
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.08405


DL methods: the economic (radical) way  

Deep image prior (DIP)          (and    )  trainable 

No extra training 
data! 

Ulyanov et al. Deep image prior. IJCV’20. https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10925 

In other words, deep reparametrization 

In the same vein, neural implicit representations  (PINNs in applied math)  

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10925


Focus here: end-to-end methods 



A striking experiment 

More is 
less 



Why “more is less” here? Forward symmetry: 

Implies: on dense training set, very close 
y’s can mapped to very far aways x’s 
different by signs 

Highly oscillatory target 
function to learn by 

DNNs—difficult



Remedy: 
symmetry breaking 

Fix all signs to be positive 



A slightly more complicated example
(Gaussian phase retrieval) 

Forward symmetry: global sign 

More is less More is more



Symmetry-breaking principle 

Finding the smallest, connected, representative set 

Symmetry breaking: a preprocessing step on the training set 



A realistic example: far-field phase retrieval 
plane-wave CDI
(Fraunhofer PR)  

3 symmetries 



On training set 

On test set 

More is not less 



Why we don’t quite feel the pain?  

In practice, we’re in data-sparse regime 



But gain in performance is real and substantial
On training set 

On test set 



Takeaway 

● Forward symmetries in nonlinear IPs can 
hurt/ruin end-to-end DL methods 

● Symmetry-breaking always benefits no matter 
data-rich or data-poor 
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